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Dear Sylvia, 

I have a chance now to respond to your letter of the 8th. 
I hope you do not mint, but I'd like to ask that you keep this 
letter in confluence. eomothine in your letter troubled me 
and I'd like to address it as best as I cal eithout violating 
the confidence of others. 

First, let me sey Bravol to your ieee for other subelesions 
prior to my summer vacation, when I will presumably undertake 
the revision of my book. Alen it is convenient to you, l'e 
greatly aepreciate your contacting either eobbs Merrill or AeHee. 
If you think I should, I'll independently write the particular 
editor a letter of my own. Tell me how you think the matter 
of submission ehoule be approached. If you can just eo ahead 
and contact these editors, please feel fres to tell them that 
I do not reward the ms. now as the final ereft, that I would 
welcome ereat revinion and omission, and that my principle 
interest is in presentine a coherent case in esweld's defense. 

Your comments on Wecht's application to see the pix and 
X-rays concern me, though I've been pretty silent to...this point 
for fear of breaking a rather large confidence with Harold. 
You aeparently reeare his fears as "outlandish and pireposterous." 
"Truth must be told, though the heavens fall," you tell me. 
eylvia, if Cyril gets in to see this material euee makes the 
statement which will inevitably follow, "truth" will most likely 
be further raped by those who so consistently have violated 
her in their criminal lust. Have you thou ht about the position 
people like Hoover and specter will be in when a cempetant, 
reliable eeeicel authority announces that the autopsy films 
disereve the whole eov't story? These people will be forced 
to save their own skins, enl they do heve an outs The eennedies. 
Who hes the eoverement put forth as the suppressers of the 
pix an i X-rays? They tell us it was the erieveA family. Let 
me tell you and, if you do not already know, then In strict 
confieence, the family dt0 not suppress the films at any time 
during the existence of the 4C. They die not even have them: 
True, they lent their name end, unfortunately, their honor 
to the eovt's lieeeel effort at suppression, but I wonder if 
bobby and, now, Teddy are aware of what transpired--enl whet 
it means. At any rate, what sup..ression they can be connected 
to occurred after the Report had lone been in the leehlin eomain. 
I know beyond any teebt that they die not w tholl this stuff 
from the 4C, and ell I can tel you is that you cannot leaelne 
the (milt of the Comeission members, the stuff, Hoover, and 
especially, ipecter. 

So, if and when Cyril tells the world the truth about what 
the films show, the really eullty ones will inevitaely defend 
themselves by tradine on the eennedies. It is net particularly 
a concerti of mine that the Keenelles will be hurt, but it is 
a najor cancers that these elleey rats will have an ideal out 
which will involve a horrible bunch of lies and shit-::Tarr. Fur-
thermore, aside from what 1 coneiler moral and decent coneieer-
ations, reellstically speaking, I think Teddy will be put into 
his last po,itical trap. H e simply cannot come out and rebuke 
all these people: I think it ie politically impossible for him. 



You may think this extreme, but I do not put it out of consider- 
ation that the question of his own life is involved. He will 
be maee politically impotent by this, and if he should find 
the mnnhood to escape what I view as an uely trap, I wonder 
if he could survive it. 

4ith these thines in mini, and I r'oo't think they are un-
reasenable fears, I cannot help but feel this is not the time 
for 4eoht to see the films. He has merle his reoueet. Now 
I hope he is turned down. Also, a rejection of his request 
will make the eovernment look bad, end it can work well in 
our favor. I can't see enythine eerthshakin' coming- out of 
qeehtts examination, and to tell the world the Report was wrong 
does not cancel, in ray mini, the possible (inevitable?) political 
disasters to follow. Besides, I cannot conceive of any reasonable 
and informed person reagr ing the Report as anything but wrong. 

1. don't think this letter will immediately ahanee your 
feelings, end I suspect you may object to my beliefs on moral 
grounds. I think, though, that we must reeLize the Uis-honesti, 
unscrupulousness, and vested interests with which we are 
working. "Truth" will not turn things topsy-turvey or bring 
the guilty down to their knees in dishonor and ruin. These 
people will fight to survive and if their past behavior is 
any clue to their methods, need I say what could happen when 
they are faced with a really lire threat to their power and 
political survival? 4e simply have to conside-r these things 
and recognize just what we are deelink; with. 

r1on't hesitate to argue. This needs mo e Aiscussion than 
it hes gotten, but we must be discrete, and, eeain, I remind 
you of my request for confi,lentislIty. 

Hope you are well. 

Best wishes, 


